Abstract—The objective of this paper is to reflect on the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in education in general and in blended approaches in particular. With that aim the study analyzes teachers’ and students’ beliefs on the use of ICTs in two contexts: a teacher education course for the use of ICTs in blended approaches and an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) course, both offered in the MOODLE platform. The analysis was based on qualitative data from an interview and questionnaires answered by four teachers who took the course and nine learners who attended ESP classes during an academic semester. Results suggest that the use of ICTs in blended approaches by teachers at tertiary level is still scarce. Teachers perceive the incorporation of such resources as an extra burden. Though the course has given them practical and theoretical knowledge about the use of ICTs in blended teaching approaches, it was unable to change their beliefs on the use technology for pedagogical purposes. As for learners’ beliefs, results indicate they see the use of ICTs as a way to gain more opportunities for learning, interaction and language improvement, thus validating the use of ICTs in education. Given the divergence of beliefs regarding the use of ICTs in education, on the one hand, and its importance, on the other, the study concludes that while pedagogical practices are not aligned with the social context and demands of society, teachers may continue to perceive a low level of motivation and engagement on the part of students.

Index Terms—Blended Learning, Information Technology and Communication; Teachers’ and Students’ Beliefs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technologies (hereafter ICTs) are present in most public schools and universities in Brazil. Teachers, students and educational agents use ICTs everyday and are now trying to incorporate these tools in educational contexts so as to improve the quality and relevance of educational experiences in the era of cyber culture [1]. Yet, what teachers and students think of and how they incorporate these ICTs in education is still not known.

According to Ref. [2], beliefs can be inferred both from what people say and from what people do. Teachers’ beliefs and knowledge are said to shape their mental acts, which in turn, guide their actions and decisions [3], affecting learning outcomes. Ref. [4] suggests that when information is not available (in the form of theory or knowledge), teachers will rely on beliefs to guide them. Ref. [5], in a study of teachers’ beliefs, found that experienced teachers rely more on beliefs than on theory (knowledge), even when the latter is available. Teachers filter the theory (knowledge) through their beliefs on teaching, which are, in turn, grounded in their experience, adapting them to their reality.

How teachers know what they know has been studied in general educational research [6], [7]. A number of studies in the field of general education have focused on how teachers construct their philosophies and theories of teaching [8].

Students’ beliefs are also said to play a decisive role in their success and failure in language learning [9] since their perceptions about their learning model is considered by them more significant than any theoretical approach to language learning [10]. Therefore, unveiling what language students believe regarding the use of computer and Internet-based materials to learn English for specific purposes (ESP) seems to be of great help for teachers in trying to design appropriate ESP instruction in the highly technological world we live in nowadays.

This technological and globalized world enabled a faster and cheaper flux of information with the help of ICTs which connect millions of users through mobile phones, internet and social networks. This new flux of information changed the way we act and interact in this new global and local scenario, which is also real and virtual. The new ICTs also changed the way we access and produce information and knowledge as can be seen in the number of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) offered by world class universities [11].

In Brazil the power of social networks became evident in the protests that broke out in June 2013 and which were organized through Facebook. We can say that internet made access to information available and provided an expression channel (mostly through social networks) for millions of people worldwide. Given the prevalence of Facebook and the number of users in Brazil it would be reasonable to expect that this tool could be used for pedagogic purposes too, especially in the case of language learners who can access different registers, cultures and languages through this social network. Yet, in the case of foreign language learning this is not the case and this tool still seems to be, like many other ICT tools, underused in educational contexts in Brazil.

Ref. [12] analyzed the pedagogic possibilities of Facebook for English as a foreign language (EFL) practice contrasting them to second language acquisition theories and concluded that Facebook represents great pedagogical potential for EFL practice. Yet, two other studies showed that this pedagogic potential is not taken into account by teachers and students.
consideration by teachers. Ref. [13] analyzed the use of Facebook as a communication tool between teachers and students and Ref. [14] analyzed teachers’ and students’ beliefs on the use of Facebook for EFL learning and both studies concluded that despite the pedagogic potential of Facebook for EFL practice and learning, this social network is still not seen as a pedagogic tool and is not incorporated in educational practices in Brazil.

The transformations perceived and reflected on the ways in which we communicate and produce knowledge usually reach domestic environments faster than educational ones. Given the pressing need to incorporate ICTs in pedagogical contexts, the present study offers a contribution by analyzing two sides of the coin in the use of ICTs in Education in Brazil: the teaching and the learning sides as revealed by tertiary teachers’ and English for Specific Purposes (ESP) students’ beliefs on the use of ICTs for pedagogical purposes.

Ref. [15] claim that in the information era we live where most of the content is transmitted in English and by clicks, both knowledge of English and digital literacy are passports to access information online to build social capital [16]. According to the same authors [15], internet represents access to information and social inclusion in the globalized world though not all teachers reflect about their role in this new society and often resist changes in their pedagogical practices so as to incorporate internet and ICTs in their teaching practices, making learning experiences more relevant and shared.

Formal educational spaces should be repositories of new practices which build, adapt and change languages, interactions, contexts and roles in education. These changes often bring about tensions between traditional models of education and education models that are more aligned with the information era we live in. Teachers’ resistance to the incorporation of ICTs in blended approaches represents one such tension in the Brazilian educational system which is struggling to become more aligned with the 21st century education.

A study on ICTs in Education in Brazil, published in 2010 by the Internet Management Committee revealed that most public schools have television, DVD and VHS player and printer. The gap in the regional distribution of technological infrastructure can be observed in the number of phone landlines: 81% of schools have phone landlines in Brazil whereas 73% have in the North and North-Western regions and only 55% have phone landlines in the Northeast region. Digital cameras and video recorders are present in 78% and 42% of schools, respectively. Most schools have an average of 23 computers whereas this number drops to 19 in the Northeast, especially when compared to the 27 in the South. Another study on the relationship between teachers and ICTs by the Information and Communication Center of Technology in Brazil reported the following numbers in 2011: 94% of teachers have a personal computer and 98% used internet in the last 3 months, also, 89% of teachers have internet home access and use it at least once a week. Moreover, the study reported that teachers have little or no difficulty in performing the following tasks: copying and moving files (65%); using text editors (78%); using presentation editors (78%); using spreadsheets (26%); using multimedia (42%); internet search (87%); e-mails (83%); sending instant messages (70%); participating in discussion forums (47%); participating in social sites (60%); using blogs and updating internet pages (25%); posting films and videos in the internet (32%); using internet for making phone calls (22%); downloading and installing programs (35%); online shopping (50%); distance learning (47%).

According to the numbers shown here it is possible to say that schools are equipped with ICT tools and equipment though, as this paper suggests, the problem regarding the link between ICTs and social capital is not in terms of the simple access to technologies but rather how this access has been appropriated by teachers and students to produce social capital [16].

Ref. [16] describes two types of access to technology (ICTs) that may lead to the construction or appropriation of social capital. According to the author, physical access to computers and ICTs does not guarantee access to the information society. To help ensure that the first type of access translates into the second, it is necessary to pay attention to how computer and internet use can enhance social capital. This study was partially motivated by the observation that it is necessary to guarantee the second type of access to ICTs in all levels of education in Brazil and in both sides of the coin, namely: teaching and learning.

Regarding the use of ICTs by tertiary teachers – the teaching side of the coin, the study aims at describing a teacher continuing education course offered online for the use of ICTs in regular classes and blended approaches at a Federal University in Brazil and teachers’ beliefs on the course. Regarding the use of ICTs by students – the learning side of the coin, the present study scrutinizes students’ perceptions concerning the use of a virtual learning environment to learn English for specific purposes (ESP) at a Federal Institute in Brazil. Both the Federal University and the Federal Institute of Education, Science and Technology are federal autarchies with different attributions. Whereas a federal university offers undergraduate and graduate programs, federal institutes offer technical and technologic education in professional high school courses and technologist undergraduate courses. In what follows the two courses offered in the MOODLE platform are described.

A. Teachers’ Course

A continuing education course for the use of ICTs in face-to-face classes and blended approaches was proposed after the observation in a Federal University in Brazil that about out of the 1,246 teachers and 2,245 technical staff of that university only 30% used ICTs systematically in face-to-face classes and only 3% of them used Virtual Learning Platforms. Given the little use of ICTs at the university investigated, the course was proposed so as to help the understanding of new teaching practices marked by the transformation of teacher roles and the reconfiguration of information transmission and processing [17], [18], [19].

The course was implemented and offered in the Moodle platform for distance courses and the syllabus included the following modules: a) Setting of Moodle and Web Conference tools; b) Mediation tools for distance learning; c) Media integration in Education I; d) Media integration in Education II; e) Foundations of Distance Education. Two hundred vacancies were offered for free for the course but not all were taken. Since the number of teachers who registered for the course was smaller than the number of vacancies offered for the course, a second registration call was made and the course was also offered for the technical and administrative staff of the university.
A total of 176 students took the course, 57 of whom were teachers and 119 of whom were technical or administrative staff at the university. Given the fact that the course was offered for free and online, the number of teachers who registered for the course is, in itself, important data for it reveals that most teachers were not interested in taking the course or incorporating ICTs tools in their teaching practice. The course aimed at: sharing knowledge concerning the use of new ICTs in face-to-face, blended and online educational contexts; producing and publishing educational contents using ICTs; and motivating the use of ICTs for pedagogical and academic purposes. Eight tutors participated in the course after a 40 hour training in the Moodle platform which was selected for its possibility of (i) creation and management of study groups; (ii) creation of forums; (iii) creation of users profile and groups; (iv) use of tools such as Chat, Forum and virtual libraries; and (v) users interaction and access to on-line materials.

B. Students’ Course

As established by the Ministry of Education in Brazil in its national catalogue for undergraduate courses in Technology, the Technologist in Systems Analysis and Design is in charge of analyzing, designing, documenting, specifying, testing, installing and maintaining informational and computational systems. Some of the essential skills necessary for this profession are logical reasoning and knowledge of language programming. The technical course lasts two thousand hours.

The Technologist in Systems Analysis and Design course held at the Federal Institute of Education, Science and Technology investigated offers 35 vacancies once a year and lasts a minimum of six academic semesters. The main academic area deals with Java language programming, systems analysis, software engineering, data base, web systems design, desktop and mobile devices. The main objective of the course is to promote the building of solid concepts and techniques to systems analysis and development so as to fulfill the needs of the community where the Institute is situated, namely, a technological hub in the south of Brazil.

The students invited to participate in this study were freshmen enrolled at the first academic semester in which the ESP course is offered with a total of 60 hours. The syllabus of the course requires the study of vocabulary in the IT/computing area; reading strategies and basic verbal tenses; translation of texts, and writing of technical documents.

The ESP classes which served as the context for data collection consisted of 18 meetings and were taught in the first academic semester of 2013 at the computing laboratory of the Institute. During the classes, students were introduced to the use of Moodle and performed several computer- and internet-based activities such as watching videos at YouTube, listening to original informative texts in English, reading, doing interactive grammar exercises, participating in forums, writing texts, among others. Students were also encouraged to actively participate not only during face-to-face classes but also in asynchrony tasks in the virtual learning environment whenever possible as a way to improve their interaction with other students by using the English language. All activities performed in the Moodle along the term were scored and inserted in the calculations for their course final grade.

C. Methodology

In order to reveal teachers’ and students’ beliefs on the use of ICTs in general and on the Moodle platform in particular, this study analyzes qualitative data from questionnaires and interviews with four out of the 57 teachers enrolled at the continuing education course for the use of ICTs offered at the university investigated, and with nine ESP students enrolled at an undergraduate course in the institute investigated.

Regarding the teaching side of the coin, a questionnaire with 27 questions [19] was answered by four teachers, who were later interviewed regarding their beliefs on the use of ICTs in blended approaches and their perceptions on the Moodle platform used in the course.

In what concerns the learning side of the coin, a questionnaire with 10 semi-structured questions was answered by nine ESP students after having experienced the use of Moodle during a whole academic semester. Data were analyzed qualitatively and is presented in what follows.

D. Results

This section is two-fold. First, the results of teachers’ beliefs regarding the use of ICTs in Education (the teaching side of the coin) is presented. Next, student's perceptions and assessment of the Moodle platform (the learning side of the coin) is reported and followed by a discussion of the data.

1) Teachers’ beliefs

During the interview all teachers said that the course helped them envisage different possibilities of use of ICTs both in face-to-face classes and in blended approaches and claimed to have no difficulties in taking the course in the Moodle platform. When asked whether they had incorporated some of these possibilities in their classes they said that to some extent they had, but not as much as they thought they could, given the time and planning required to use some of these ICTs in blended approaches. Teachers were then asked to explain what where the main challenges to incorporate ICTs in blended approaches and they said that access to equipment, which had to be reserved in advance, was the main problem. In the university where the study was conducted access to the laboratory or data show equipment was available upon reservation and prior planning. They also said that some types of equipment required the presence of a technician to operate the equipment and these staff members were not always available when teachers needed them so they preferred to plan their classes independent of the presence of technicians.

Teachers also answered a questionnaire which asked how well they could do certain activities. The 27 questions of the questionnaire were whether teachers could, after the course: 1. Identify the people in charge of support of ICTs and their specific functions within and outside the institution; 2. Become familiar with the different IT elements such as resources, programs and tools in their professional environment; 3. Select and use the resources and services available in a distant workspace; 4. Select and use the most appropriate tools for communication with different members and users of the educational system; 5. Organize and access resources and documents using professional and institutional sources; 6. Use Open and Distance Learning devices or
online resources in their training; 7. Consult research that combines knowledge, learning and ICT in education; 8. Make pedagogical and institutional monitoring related to the scope of the discipline or level of education taught using ICT; 9. Express and communicate adapting to different audiences and broadcast spaces; 10. Consider the challenges and risks as well as meet the standards with respect to the search and control criteria of validity of information, Internet safety and filtering; 11. Consider the laws and requirements of professional use of ICTs especially in relation to the protection of individual and public liberties, safety, protection of minors, confidentiality with respect to the data, intellectual property and copyright and images; 12. Respect and make respect the rules of the institution in an educational perspective of civic learning; 13. Find, produce, share and exchange documents, information and resources in a digital environment; 14. Assist in a production or a collective project with disciplinary, interdisciplinary, cross or educational teams; 15. Develop situations of information seeking in the context of cross-cutting and interdisciplinary projects; 16. Identify appropriate learning situations for the use of ICTs; 17. Plan learning situations and evaluations using programs within the content taught or the course grade level; 18. Integrate tools and resources in a class selecting the media means and methods of use; 19. Prepare communication resources adapted to diverse public and educational situations; 20. Drive learning situations by taking advantage of the potential of ICTs in collective and individual work, small groups and search documents; 21. Administer switchover, during class, between activities with and without ICTs; 22. Consider the diversity of students and academic difficulty of using ICTs in the administration of the time and modes of teaching; 23. Use ICTs to accompany students in their production projects; 24. Anticipate a technical problem; 25. Identify the skills of ICTs used by students in a training situation; 26. Participate in a collective approach to skill assessment for the use of ICTs; 27. Use the information on the level of mastery of ICTs for their students in activities programming.

The questionnaire allowed four types of answers: 1) the teacher felt incapable of doing the activity, 2) they felt they could do the activity with help, 3) they felt they could do the activity on their own or 4) they felt they could do the activity as a specialist assisting others. Most teachers answered that they could do these activities on their own after the course. None of them answered they could not do or could do only with help the activities mentioned in the questionnaire. Thus, overall the analysis of the questionnaire shows that the teachers who took the course and answered the questionnaire feel more capable, after taking the course, of using ICTs in educational contexts. However, the interview showed that although teachers were able to use ICTs in pedagogical contexts at the university, they were not willing to do so, given the technical difficulties and extra burden this incorporation represented in terms of planning, reserving equipment and being assisted by technicians. It seems that teachers are familiar with the tools and have access to them but do not see the benefit of using them in their pedagogical practice or perhaps do not consider the benefits to be greater than the burden of incorporating ICTs in their teaching practice. In other words, the course seems to have given teachers more theoretical and practical knowledge on ICTs but it was unable to change their beliefs (and or practice) regarding the use of ICTs in education.

2) Students’ Beliefs

Students were asked to rate their level of satisfaction (1= totally satisfied to 5 = totally unsatisfied) regarding the use of the Moodle Platform in the face-to-face ESP classes. Forty-five percent answered 1, 22% percent answered 2, nobody answered 3, 11% answered 4 and 22% answered 5. When asked to justify their answers the students replied that the course was updated, dynamic, interactive and more motivating than traditional classes. One student also said that the Moodle is the best option for academic courses and sharing.

When asked whether the Moodle platform had contributed to their learning of English all students said yes and reported that having the possibility to access links directly from the internet, through the platform, enables the practice of the four skills (listening, reading, writing and speaking) in an integrated fashion. Two students also claimed that the platform, allied with the possibility of assessing contents in the internet helped the practice of listening in particular. Students also claimed that it is best to clarify doubts when they arise and that is possible with the platform which offers feedback and the possibility to check content online.

Students were then asked to rate the level of difficulty of working with the Moodle platform to learn English (1=extremely easy to 5= extremely difficult). Sixty-seven percent answered 1, 11% answered 2, 11% answered 3, no one answered 4 and 11% answered 5.

Students were also asked to name the main contribution of the Moodle platform for their learning of English. Twenty-five percent said that they improved the listening skill, 22% said that it helped to learn vocabulary, 22% said that it helped to improve the reading skill and 6% said that it helped with the speaking skill.

Finally, students were asked about their preferences regarding teaching methodologies. Fifty-six percent said they prefer a technological approach (the one that is taught exclusively by means of a virtual learning environment such as Moodle and computer/Internet-based materials and activities), 33% said they prefer a hybrid or blended approach and 11% claimed to prefer the traditional approach (the one that focuses on paper-based materials and activities and expositive classes).

E. Discussion

The analysis of the data in this paper shows that teachers felt capable of using ICT tools in pedagogical contexts after a continuing education course offered for the use of ICTs in education; the course offered for teachers seemed to have changed their theoretical and practical knowledge of ICTs but not their practice or beliefs regarding the benefits and potential of incorporating ICTs in their teaching practices. The analysis of students’ beliefs shows that most learners enjoyed the course in the Moodle platform and prefer a technological approach to ESP learning. This finding might be related to participants’ technological profile, given the undergraduate course they were taking.

Taken together, the results of the present study indicate that the presence of ICTs in teaching and learning practices in Brazil might not represent two sides of the same coin. In other words, there seems to be a divergence between teachers’ and students’ beliefs on the use of ICTs.
in education – while the teaching side sees the incorporation of ICTs to a pedagogical routine as extra amount of work and preparation, the learning side seems to validate their value as relevant pedagogical tools. These findings may explain the phenomenon of low motivation and engagement reported by teachers when addressing reasons for students’ poor achievement.

F. Conclusion

The study reported in this paper aimed at describing (i) a continuing education course for the use of ICTs in educational contexts at tertiary level, (ii) revealing teachers’ beliefs on the use of ICTs in face-to-face and blended classes, and (iii) assessing students’ perception on the use of an ESP course offered in the Moodle. In general, results of the study suggest that teachers are not actively engaged with the use of ICTs in educational contexts and though they have no problem to access ICTs in formal educational settings, their use of ICTs is still limited. Teachers still seem to believe that planning classes for the use of ICTs in advance, booking the equipment needed and carefully thinking about how to approach the most suitable ICT for a particular class represents extra work and requires more time and planning, which teachers do not always seem to have.

Regarding students’ perceptions on the use of Moodle in face-to-face ESP classes, the platform was seen as a way to provide students with more opportunities for learning than the traditional ESP classes that are usually limited to paper-based materials and activities. According to the learners, the technological approach is more motivating, dynamic and allows them to interact more in the English language.

Taken together results of this study point to a gap between teachers’ and students’ beliefs on the use of ICTs in education in Brazil. Whereas teachers resist the incorporation of ICTs in education for reasons that vary between the extra burden represented by its incorporation and the perceived need for more investment in teacher education in general and for the use of ICTs in particular, students seem to have a clear preference for technological, motivating, dynamic and allows them to interact more in the English language.
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